FWSSR Texas POAC - PROMO 2018
Showmanship
Leadline WALK ONLY & 9 and Under

POAC Showmanship Pattern #2
Judge
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1. Walk from gate to Judge in a straight line.
2. Stop and set up your pony
3. At Judge’s signal do a 180˚ turn
a. All turns are to be to the right.
4. Trot a straight line to the marker
5. Stop and exit the arena
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Texas POAC - Fort Worth Stock Show & Rodeo 201
Leadline Equitation: 6 & Under - WALK ONLY

Per POAC Rules
There will be no pattern for 6 and Under Horsemanship

RULE 107. LEADLINE 6 & UNDER HORSEMANSHIP
A. Leadline Horsemanship will apply to the 6 & Under age group only. If a rider enters this class,
he will not be eligible to enter any other Horsemanship class for older age groups at that show.
Rider is eligible for Showmanship at Halter.
B. This class may be ridden bareback, western or hunt seat.
The rider will be judged on his basic position in the saddle,
if one is used; hand, leg and seat position;
as well as his ability to properly hold the reins and cue the pony.
C. Exhibitors shall be judged at a walk both ways of the ring and be required to stop and back.
The trot is optional, and must be specified in advance on entry form or show bill.
D. If the judge asks the rider to back the pony in the lineup,
the person leading the pony should not aid the rider.
He should only keep the pony under control.
E. A lead shank should be attached to the bridle, bit or to a halter that is under
the bridle so that while the rider is on the rail, the pony could be
controlled by the person leading the pony, if necessary.
The person leading must be at least 14 years old.
F. Tack and Attire. If riding hunt seat, Hunt Seat Tack and Attire should be used.
If riding western or bareback, Western Tack and Attire are required. (See Rules 102 - 105.)
The person leading the pony should conform to the type of attire that the rider is wearing.

FWSSR Texas POAC PROMO 2018
Trail 9 & Under and Leadline

Leadline WALK ONLY
FINISH

Start

1. Walk over logs
2. Turn 360˚ to the left on the hindquarter
3. Jog over logs
4. Extended Jog over log
5. Jog Over Pole
6. Jog Serpentine
7. Walk over logs
8. Exit at a jog
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FWSSR Texas POAC - PROMO 2018
Trail In Hand
FINISH

Start

1. Walk over logs
2. Back 5 steps
3. Jog over logs
4. jog over and around log to sidepass as shown
5. Sidepass Right
6. Walk Serpentine
7. Walk over logs
8. Turn 360˚ to the right on the hindquarter
9. Exit at a jog
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FWSSR Texas POAC - PROMO 2018
Trail 10-13, 14-18, 19 & Over
FINISH

Start

1. Walk over logs
2. Turn 360˚ to the left on the forehand
3. Jog over logs
4. Lope over log left lead as shown stop and walk to sidepass
5. Sidepass Right
6. Jog Serpentine
7. Walk over logs
8. Turn 360˚ to the right on the hindquarter
9. Exit at a jog
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JOG
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FWSSR 2018 Texas POAC PROMO SHOW
Reining Pattern #8
10-13 and 14-18

PATTERN 8
Ride pattern as follows:
1. Run to the far end of the arena. Stop, and do 2-1/2 spins to the left - no hesitation.
2. Run to the opposite end of the arena. Stop, and do 2-1/2 spins to the right - no hesitation.
3. Run past center of arena. Do a sliding stop - no hesitation. Back over slide tracks to center. Hesitate.
4. Make a 1/4 pivot to the left to face left wall. Hesitate.
5. Begin on right lead and make two circles to the right: the first circle, small and slow; the second, large and fast.
6. Change leads at the center of the arena.
7. Make two circles to the left: the first circle, small and slow; the second circle, large and fast.
8. Change leads at the center of the arena.
9. Begin a large fast circle to the right. Do not close this circle, but run straight down the side,
past the center marker, and do a sliding stop, at least 20’ from wall or fence.
10. Walk to judge for inspection until dismissed.

201 FWSSR Texas POAC Promo SHOW
Reining Pattern #5
9 and Under

JUDGE
START

PATTERN 5 - 8 & Under Only
Beginning in the center of the arena facing the left wall or fence. Ride the
pattern as follows:
1. Lope to center on either lead.
2. Stop. Back pony.
3. Begin to lope a circle to the right on right lead.
4. Do a lead change, either simple lead change or
flying lead change. (Exhibitor's option)
5. Begin to lope a large circle to the left on the left
lead.
6. Trot at end of circle in center of arena toward
judge.
7. Walk to judge for inspection until dismissed

Texas POAC - FWSSR January 201
Hunter Hack - All (See Jump Heights Below)
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9 and Under: 12” Cross Rail
10-14: 18” Rail
14-18: 24” Rail

After completion of 2 jumps, hand gallop around end of arena
Stop and Back At Marker
and back
Stand Quietly
Return To Line-Up

Ranch Riding Pattern #3

